It has been recently proven that the semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxation of the optimal power flow problem over radial networks is exact in the absence of generation lower bounds. In this paper, we investigate the situation where generation lower bounds are present. We show that even for a two-bus one-generator system, the SDP relaxation can have all possible approximation outcomes, that is (1) SDP relaxation may be exact or (2) SDP relaxation may be inexact or (3) SDP relaxation may be feasible while the OPF instance may be infeasible. We provide a complete characterization of when these three approximation outcomes occur and an analytical expression of the resulting optimality gap for this two-bus system. In order to facilitate further research, we design a library of instances over radial networks in which the SDP relaxation has positive optimality gap. Finally, we propose valid inequalities and variable bound tightening techniques that significantly improve the computational performance of a global optimization solver. Our work demonstrates the need of developing efficient global optimization methods for the solution of OPF even in the simple but fundamental case of radial networks.
Introduction
Optimal Power Flow (OPF) was first introduced in the 1960s [1] and much effort has been devoted to its solution, which has resulted in a rich literature. Roughly speaking, we can categorize the previous work into three categories.
The first category of algorithms find local optimal solutions or stationary points using optimization procedures such as interior point methods (e.g. MATPOWER [2] ). The shortcoming of these local methods is that if a solution is obtained, there is no guarantee for global optimality or even any evidence of how good this solution is.
The second category of algorithms attempt to obtain global optimal solutions of OPF by solving convex relaxations. For instance, one popular approach is to use semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations of the original OPF problem. Since SDPs are polynomially solvable, this method suggests that OPF can be solved efficiently provided that the relaxation is exact, i.e., the SDP relaxation finds the global optimal solution for the OPF problem.
-One of the early works that popularizes this approach is [3] . It is shown that the SDP relaxation is tight for a resistive network with no reactive loads where demand oversatisfaction is allowed, as long as the dual variables are positive. It was conjectured that under normal operating conditions the SDP relaxation is tight.
-However, [4] gives a very simple counterexample (a 3-bus cycle) with nonzero optimality gap. In [5] , the authors partially fix this issue by modeling the line flow constraints differently. It is proven that for lossless networks with edge-disjoint cycles of size three, the SDP relaxation is exact using this formulation in the absence of lower bounds on generators' reactive power production.
-An attempt to solve OPF using SDP relaxation is made in [6] for radial networks. In this work, it is proven that under operational constraints on voltage magnitudes, line losses, and line flows, the SDP relaxation is tight if there are no lower bounds on real and reactive power generation at any bus.
-In [7] , it is proven that if voltage magnitudes are fixed, then the convex relaxations are tight under practical angle restrictions for radial networks in the presence of only real power lower bounds. This result extends to the case with variable voltage magnitudes under reasonable assumptions.
As we observe above, the exactness of the SDP relaxation can only be guaranteed for special classes of OPF instances, often when we disregard some generation lower bounds.
Unfortunately, if the SDP relaxation is not tight, the physical meaning of its solution is not easy to recover.
The third category of algorithms attempt to remove the pitfalls of the previous two approaches by endeavoring to obtain globally optimal solutions. One such algorithm based on branch-and-bound method is proposed in [8] for the solution of OPF. Lagrangian relaxation is used to find lower bounds while a local solver (IPOPT) is utilized to obtain upper bounds. Global solution techniques are in their infancy today and much work needs to be done to make them practically efficient.
In this paper, we focus on the OPF problem on radial networks in the presence of generation lower bounds on both real and reactive power. The goal of this paper is two fold:
To highlight the inexactness of standard convex relaxations for these instances and to make algorithmic progress in solving such instances globally. We make two comments here in relation to the class of OPF problems we consider and our assumptions. First, although most power flow networks are not radial, they are usually quite sparse and analyzing radial networks can therefore be beneficial for their own right, especially in the case of distribution networks [7] . Second, typically power systems have ramping constraints, so that the power generation in the next time period cannot deviate from the current one too much. Hence, it is important to make a study of the effects of lower bounds.
In practice, SDPs may become prohibitively expensive as the size of the network grows larger. One can turn to second order conic programming (SOCP) relaxations, which are in general weaker than their SDP counterparts. However, in [9] , it has been proven that both types of relaxations give the same lower bound for the OPF problem over radial networks even if they are inexact. Therefore any result stated for SCOPs in this paper holds for SDP relaxations and vice-versa.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we review the rectangular formulation of the OPF problem and a reformulation that leads to the SOCP relaxation.
In Section 3, we begin working on our first goal by providing a complete characterization of the approximation performance of SOCP relaxation for a two-bus system. In Section 4, we further study the feasible regions of two small systems. Then, in Section 5, we begin working on our second goal by providing a library of radial network instances generated from MATPOWER test cases for which SOCP relaxation is inexact. In Section 6, we propose valid inequalities for the SOCP relaxation, which significantly improves the computational performance of a global solver. Concluding remarks are made in Section 7.
Optimal Power Flow
Consider a typical power network, where B, G and L denote respectively the set of buses, generators and transmission lines. The nodal admittance matrix Y ∈ C |B|×|B| has component
, where g ii (resp. b ii ) is the shunt conductance (resp. susceptance) at bus i. Let p 
Here
represents the production cost of generator i, which typically is either a linear or a convex quadratic, nondecreasing function of p One can equivalently formulate the above OPF problem in polar coordinates. Sometimes, the rectangular formulation is preferred since the Hessian matrix of the constraints is constant and this is an advantage for the interior point methods. On the other hand, when the voltage magnitude is fixed at some buses, the polar formulation may become more advantageous [10] .
We can observe that all the nonlinearities in (1) are of the following three types:
, and |V i ||V j | sin(θ i − θ j ) in the polar form, respectively. Let us define new variables c ii , c ij , and s ij for each of these three quantities. Since the cosine function is even and the sine function is odd, we also have c ij = c ji and s ij = −s ji . On each line (i, j), these quantities are linked through the fundamental trigonometric identity
in the rectangular form. In the space of our new variables, this relation is expressed in the following quadratic equation c 2 ij + s 2 ij = c ii c jj , which describes the surface of a rotated second-order cone in four dimensions. Now, we are ready to reformulate OPF using this idea:
This reformulation (2) is exact for any radial network, because the following linear equations on voltage angles
have a unique solution as long as the underlying network is radial, where s ij , c ij are obtained from solving (2) . For meshed networks, however, the reformulation (2) is exact only if we include (3) in the constraints. This idea is proposed to solve the load flow problem for radial and meshed networks [11, 12] . Then, it is adapted to OPF in [13] . Except the coupling constraints (2i), all other constraints in (2) are now linear. Hence, all the nonconvexity of the OPF problem (1) in a radial network is captured by (2i), and the feasible region is the intersection of a polytope defined by (2b)-(2h) with the boundaries of rotated second-order cones defined by (2i). It is straightforward to obtain a second-order cone programming (SOCP) relaxation of (2) by relaxing constraint (2i) as follows:
which can be written more explicitly as a SOCP constraint:
The SOCP relaxation is defined as (2a)- (2h) and (5). It is proven that in radial networks the SOCP relaxation is equivalent to the SDP relaxation [9] . In this paper, we focus on SOCP relaxation due to its superior computational performance.
Analytical Study of a Two-Bus System
In this section, we study the two-bus system with one generator and one load. This is arguably the simplest power system, but also one of the most fundamental models in power system analysis. Surprisingly, for this simple system, the SOCP relaxation with generation lower bounds can have all three possible outcomes in terms of optimality gap, namely (1) SOCP obtains exact solution (i.e. optimality gap is zero); (2) SOCP is feasible, yet OPF is infeasible (optimality gap is infinite); (3) SOCP has a finite optimality gap, and we give an analytical expression of this gap. We identify parameter ranges in closed form for each of these outcomes. We also study the feasible region projected in the space of squared bus voltage magnitudes to gain geometric intuition. Let us assume that bus 1 is a generator bus and bus 2 is a load bus. Further assume that g ii = b ii = 0 and G := G 12 < 0 and B := B 12 > 0 (the analysis for B < 0 is similar). Also assume the production cost
Feasible Region Projected to (c 11 , c 22 ) space
The linear equality system (2b)-(2c) can be written as
Let us define 
We now reformulate constraint (2i) using (8a) and (8b) as
which defines a hyperbola for (c 11 , c 22 ) with two asymptotes: c 11 − c 22 = −2β and c 22 = 0.
Observe that this hyperbola together with the constraints on c 11 and c 22 implied from (2d)-(2f) define the feasible region of the OPF problem projected to the (c 11 , c 22 ) space. In particular, (2d) impose a box constraint on c 11 and c 22 , whereas (2e)-(2f) imply upper and lower bounds on the difference c 11 − c 22 , which defines a region parallel to the first asymptote 
which is given by the lower bounds of (2e)-(2f), and is plotted as magenta lines in Figure 1 . Also note that as p 
Complete Characterization of Approximation Outcomes
At this point, we are ready to explore the optimal solutions of the OPF (2) and its SOCP relaxation and classify all five possible cases of the configurations of their feasible regions and the associated approximation outcomes.
• First of all, let us assume that ∆ defined in (10) is small enough. In this case, as depicted in Figure 1a , the optimal solution of both the OPF and the SOCP is unique and given by 
where condition (a)
Hence, the SOCP relaxation is exact. This result is in accordance with the results in [6] .
• Consider the case where ∆ is large enough. In particular, c Note that this point is OPF infeasible despite being SOCP optimal. Next, define the intersection of the hyperbola (9) and c 11 − c 22 = ∆ as
If c Such a point can always be corrected by reducing c 11 , c 22 and c 12 components by the same amount until we reach c E , which is the OPF optimal solution.
• If c Observe that any point in the convex combination of c L and c R is SOCP optimal.
However, there is no feasible OPF solution with the same objective function value.
Lastly, let us define the lower intersection of the hyperbola (9) and the c 11 lower bound as (c However, OPF is infeasible. An example of this case can be seen in Figure 1d .
-If c However, OPF has a unique optimal solution at c I as can be seen in Figure 1e .
Hence, relaxation is inexact. Assuming a linear cost function with coefficient 1, optimality gap can be calculated as −G(c
The above analysis proves the following theorem. 
Examples of Inexact SOCP Relaxations
We have obtained a complete characterization for a 2-bus network with a single generator, and shown that the SOCP relaxation is exact only under certain conditions. In this section, we present further counterexamples of radial networks with two and three buses. Most of the network parameters are selected from IEEE test instances. Transmission line capacity is assumed to be large. For all the buses, V (2) is solved to global optimality with BARON [14] . SOCP relaxations are solved using interior point solver MOSEK [15] .
2-Bus, 2-Generator Example
Let us consider a 2-bus network with one generator located at each bus. Data of this example is given in Table 1 . The impedance of line (1,2) is 0.01008 + i0.0504. In Table 2 , we compare the SOCP relaxation and the global optimal solution of OPF for different levels of load, where load is varied as [p there is a finite optimality gap, which can be as large as 21.44% at γ = 1.01. Finally, for γ ≥ 1.02, OPF becomes infeasible, whereas SOCP relaxation is still feasible. In fact, SOCP relaxation fails to detect infeasibility of OPF problem until γ exceeds 2.93. Now, let us consider the case where voltages are fixed. In [7] , it has been proven that if angle differences are guaranteed to be small enough, then SDP/SOCP relaxations are tight even if there are real power lower bounds. However, we present an example which demonstrates that this does not extend to the case with reactive power lower bounds. To this end, let us fix the squared voltage magnitudes to (c 11 , c 22 ) = (0.874, 0.816). In this case, • . Assuming linear functions, the arrow shows the cost vector. Blue and orange dots are respectively the optimal solutions of SOCP relaxation and OPF, whenever the latter exists.
(a) SOCP is exact.
(b) SOCP is feasible while OPF is infeasible.
(c) SOCP is inexact due to reactive and active lower bounds.
(d) SOCP is inexact due to angle and reactive lower bounds. Figure 2a , the SOCP relaxation is exact, while in Figure 2b , the OPF is infeasible although the SOCP is feasible. In Figure 2c , the SOCP relaxation is inexact due to the combined effect of active and reactive lower bounds. Finally, in Figure 2d , the SOCP relaxation is inexact due to practical angle bounds (30 • ) and reactive lower bounds.
3-Bus, 1-Generator Example
Consider a 3-bus system with three loads [p Table 3 shows the optimal costs of the OPF and the SOCP relaxation for different values of γ.
For small values of γ, e.g. γ ≤ 0.96, SOCP is exact. For values around γ = 1, we observe a finite optimality gap between OPF and SOCP, where for larger values of γ ≥ 1.04, the OPF becomes infeasible while the SOCP relaxation is still feasible. The infeasibility is exactly caused by the lower bound on reactive generation power.
For this example, we also give the feasible region of OPF problem projected onto the Figure 3 . When γ = 0.90, reactive power lower bound is redundant and the optimal solution of SOCP relaxation is feasible for OPF. However, for γ = 1.00, constraint q min 1 ≤ q g 1 is binding. Note that the optimal solution of the SOCP relaxation is not feasible for OPF and hence, the relaxation is not exact. Finally, when γ = 1.10, SOCP is feasible whereas OPF is infeasible.
Library of Radial Networks with Inexact SDP/SOCP Relaxation

Generation of Instances
To facilitate further research, we generate several radial network instances from meshed networks in MATPOWER [2] . Given a meshed network, we first find a spanning tree. Then, only load values and generation lower/upper bounds are changed, whenever necessary, to construct examples where the SOCP/SDP relaxation is not exact. New instances can be downloaded from https://sites.google.com/site/burakkocuk/.
Computational Results for SDP Relaxation vs. Global Optimal Solution
For each instance generated as described above, we solve the SDP relaxation using MOSEK [15] . The code is written in C# language and Visual Studio 2010 is used as the compiler. We report the value of the objective function, computation time and the rank of the solution. Here, rank is determined as the number of eigenvalues that are larger than 10 −5 .
SDP relaxation is compared against global optimal solution found using BARON [14] and local solution found by MATPOWER [2] . Relative optimality gap for BARON is set to 0 so that global optimality can be certified. We should note that performance of BARON on rectangular formulation (1) is very poor as it requires hours to prove global optimality. Instead, we use reformulation (2), which is valid for radial networks.
For all experiments, we used a 64-bit computer with Intel Core i5 CPU 3.33GHz processor and 4 GB RAM. Each instance is solved twice with quadratic and linear objectives. For the latter, we simply ignore the quadratic cost coefficients. Our findings are summarized in Table 4 . One can see that the SDP relaxation solution can be of high-rank (up to 12 for case ieee30). Also, the optimality gap can be quite large (more than 52% for case9 with quadratic objective). Our examples clearly show that the solution of the SDP relaxation can be quite different from the global optimal solution.
In general, MATPOWER is accepted to be a reliable and efficient OPF solver. It manages to find the global optimal solution up to a negligible difference for five of the instances from our library. However, we observe that it fails to solve the remaining seven instances due to numerical issues.
We should note that the global solver BARON can be computationally expensive. For instance, for case ieee30 with a quadratic objective, it requires more than 2 hours to prove optimality. Also, the reformulation of OPF (2) is only valid for radial networks. Hence, in general, using BARON as it is may not be applicable to large-scale OPFs.
Bound Tightening and Valid Inequalities for Global Optimization
In this section, we propose valid inequalities for the SOCP relaxation of the OPF problem to improve the computational time of the global solver BARON. The main algorithm of BARON is based on spatial branch-and-bound [14] . It utilizes convex envelopes of the feasible region and polyhedral relaxations to improve lower bounds and prove global optimality. Therefore, it is very important to add valid inequalities and variable bounds so that BARON can obtain tighter relaxations. To begin with, let us focus on formulation (2) . Observe that c ij and s ij do not have explicit variable bounds although they have implied bounds due to (2d) and (2i) as
However, these bounds are very loose knowing that angle differences are generally small. This fact suggests that these bounds can be improved. One way to obtain variable bounds is to optimize c ij and s ij over the set S = {(p, q, c, s) : (2b) − (2i)}, which is a nonconvex set. . In our experiments, we observe that c ij > 0 and |s ij |, |s ij | < R ij , which we assume hereafter. Let us focus on the case with c ij < R ij , which gives rise to four possibilities: Figure 4 shows typical examples for each of four cases. In the rest of this section, we concentrate on how we can obtain valid inequalities for Cases 1, 2 and 3. 
Valid Inequalities
These cuts are designed to cut off the portion of B ij inside the inner circle for Cases 1, 2 and 3 as depicted in Figure 4 . Algorithm 1 gives the exact procedure. Note that for Case 4, the algorithm would produce the inequality c ij ≥ c ij , hence it is omitted.
Numerical Experiments
The effect of valid inequalities are tested on our library of instances. The results are summarized in Table 5 . We should note that MATPOWER is very efficient and accurate for the five instances it is able to solve as shown in Table 4 . Therefore, we mainly focus on the other seven instances where MATPOWER fails to solve. In Table 5 , preprocessing refers to computing variable bounds and valid cuts.
For the 9-bus instances (case9, case9Q), BARON's computation time reduces slightly with the addition of cuts. However, the preprocessing time dominates the total computation time, which is larger than the case without cuts.
For the 30-bus IEEE instances, BARON can require hours to terminate. With the addition of variable bounds, total computation time reduces by 89% and 90% for quadratic and linear objectives, respectively. Quite impressively, the inclusion of valid inequalities further reduces the total computation time to only 17 seconds, less than 0.1% of the computation time without variable bounds and cuts.
For 39-bus instances, the addition of variable bounds brings down total computation time by 76% and 95% for quadratic and linear objectives, respectively. In this case, the inclusion of valid inequalities decreases the computational time for linear objective. On the other hand, cuts slightly increases the total computational time in the case of quadratic objective. However, compared to the case without bounds and cuts, BARON still requires less amount of time.
Conclusions
In this work, we study the impact of generation lower bounds on the performance of convex relaxations of AC OPF problems. For the fundamental two-bus one-generator model, we provide a complete characterization of all possible outcomes of the SOCP relaxation together with a detailed study of the projected feasible regions of the OPF and SOCP relaxation. We provide a library of radial network instances that demonstrate large optimality gaps for SDP and SOCP relaxations. We also propose valid inequalities for the SOCP relaxation, which prove to be useful in reducing the computation time of global solver BARON. We remind the reader here that SDP relaxations are very powerful and their importance is definite. Our work only serves to demonstrate the limitations of SDP relaxations and emphasizes the importance and the need to develop efficient global methods in solving OPF problems.
